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Abstract

The topic for this thesis is the analysis of human movement, or more specif-
ically, markerless analysis of human movement from video material. By
markerless analysis is meant that the full image material is used as input
in contrast with the traditional marker systems that only use the position
of marker centers. The basic idea is to use more of the information in the
images to improve the analysis.

Starting off with the aim of markerless analysis an application is designed
that use to the subject added texture to estimate the position of the knee
joint center in real images. The approach show the plausibility of using
subject texture for estimation purposes.

Another issue that is addressed is how one can generate synthetic image
data. Using basic tools of graphics programming a virtual environment
used to synthesize data is created. This environment is also used to evalu-
ate some different camera solutions.

One method to make three dimensional reconstruction from multiple im-
ages of an object is tested using the synthetic data. The method is based on
a ”brute force” approach and does not show good performance in terms of
computing speed. With appropriate representations of the three dimensional
objects, mathematica methods might speed up the analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The direction of this thesis is towards methods and theories that could
facilitate the analysis of human movement. More specifically the aim is
such analysis, that is not dependent on markers attached to well defined
anatomical positions. To be clear about the priorities made in this thesis,
it is not the actual freedom from markers that is most important, but the
removal of the different problems introduced by the marker based systems
used today.

Marker based systems have high precision in the estimation of marker
location. Sub-millimeter precision in the three dimensional position estimate
can often be achieved. In this thesis it is argued that this precision is not an
indicator on the accuracy of the parameters in the model of the articulated
human. The accuracy of the parameters are affected by a number of different
error sources that diminish the estimation result.

Information is a key issue here. The information in image material con-
cerning human beings is vast. Most of the information is not used, but the
methods rely on a rigid model to bring stability to the variable estimates.
This stability is one of the main benefits of these systems. If more of the
image information could be extracted in a stable way, it is feasible that bet-
ter accuracy could be reached. Methods that use all the information in the
images are here called image based methods as apposed to marker based
systems that also use video images but where most of the image data are
thrown away.

This thesis should be seen as a small step on the way towards increased
use of image based methods in human motion analysis. Work done span
from analysis of different aspects in the camera systems to estimation of
knee joint locations in images.

The work done should serve as a foundation and a motivation for further
theoretic development in the area. The further development will investigate
in what way texture in images can be used to facilitate the estimation of
parameters and variables in a model of the human anatomy.

1



2 Björn Holmberg

1.1 Motivations

The use of cameras and image based analysis is growing in society today.
Image analysis methods have been a very active area of research for a long
time. Applications of the image based methods have historically been rare
even though the theory has been solid. One reason for this is that until now
camera systems have been expensive and cumbersome to use. The recent
and rapid development of digital video cameras and computer interfaces
has made applications using the maturing theory much more attractive and
accessible.

Work in our group have a strong connection to the clinical area, both by
earlier work done in collaborations with different parties at Uppsala Aca-
demic Hospital and by the ongoing collaboration with the Department of
Neuroscience and especially the personnel at the motion analysis lab. Due
to these present and past collaborations the view on human motion analysis
is much colored by the clinical perspective on things.

1.1.1 Clinical applications

Motivations for and increased use of human motion analysis is easily found
in clinical practice today. Today it is becoming increasingly important in
clinical areas to use not only the patients subjective perception of a proce-
dure, but also objective measurements in order to motivate different costly
procedures. Medical personnel have a strong foundation in science and re-
cent contributions [1], [2] have shown that much can be gained by using
measurements and motion analysis before complicated procedures are car-
ried out.

The motion analysis systems in clinical practice today are expensive and
also rather demanding when it comes to processing the data. One strong
motivation for using new image based methods in human motion analysis
is that the special camera systems used today could be replaced by much
cheaper consumer level systems. Another motivation is that the interface
could become more intuitive by using the captured images as a base for the
display of the results. This leading to a more widespread and accessible use
of motion analysis.

1.1.2 Other applications

As mentioned above the development of cheap high performance cameras
and computer systems are enabling the use of image processing techniques in
a growing number of areas. The film and animation industries use more and
more special effects for every production. The animations of for instance the
character Gollum in the motion picture Lord of the Rings were produced
using a motion capture system of the marker based type. If marker free
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image based methods could be used instead, the possibility of capturing
both the surface and the texture of the object under study could emerge.
This would be greatly appreciated in the animation industry since creating
realistic humans in computer games is a difficult and time consuming task.

Human motion analysis methods and methods for recognition of such
movement have many potential areas of use. Today camera systems are
appearing in many new places in our society, for example in surveillance
applications. Without any comments on the debate on ”The big brother
society”, motion analysis methods based on image material could be used
to extract important information from such material.

1.2 Structure and Contributions

The structure of this thesis and how the contributions made by the author
fit into it is explained in the following sections.

1.2.1 Motion analysis systems

In Chapter 2 the technologies that are used for motion capture are discussed.
Different issues such as system calibration, data representation, estimation
methods and distortion modeling are addressed. The aim of this work has
been to provide a foundation for the rest of the development in the thesis.

1.2.2 Marker free human motion analysis

Chapter 3 is dedicated to a treatment of methods used in research today
where computerized human motion analysis are developed. The methods
addressed here are attempts at marker free methods. The starting point
of this treatment is given in the conclusions made in Chapter 2 on the
limitations of using marker based methods.

In the chapter some examples are first presented of the state of the art
in the area. The next section discuss the future possibilities for marker free
analysis. The aim is here to use more data in the analysis. The possibilities
and difficulties that this aim produce is discussed.

The last part of this chapter consists of a slight revision of our own work
addressing the topic of human motion analysis using texture based analysis.
This work has been presented in shortened form in Metoder För Analys av
Människans Rörelser, H̊akan Lanshammar, Björn Holmberg presented at
Medicinteknikdagarna 2005 held in Södertalje 27-28 september. The com-
plete work is submitted to Computer methods and Programs in Biomedicine
[3].
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1.2.3 Virtual reality methods

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the treatment of the use of virtual reality (VR)
methods in some of their different forms and shapes in research today. The
main point of using such VR environments in human motion analysis are
the complete control it brings over the image generating reality.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. First the generation of syn-
thetic data is treated. Secondly some different interesting methods used
in recent literature are discussed. Here an own contribution [4] that was
presented at the ”Eight International Symposium on the 3-D Analysis of
Human Movement” is presented. Lastly, own work in the area of three
dimensional reconstruction is also discussed briefly. This work [5] was ac-
cepted for presentation in the ISB meeting in Cleveland Ohio August 2005,
but the contribution was not presented due to lack of time.

1.2.4 Future work

Chapter 5 addresses the direction of planned future work. The structure
of the chapter is: First an investigation is to be conducted on wether skin
texture can, in practice, be used to track motion in images of human ex-
tremities.

Following this approach the typical noise in three dimensional estimates
of texture points is to be evaluated. The properties of that noise will later
be used together with a model based on the work in [6] to facilitate the
tracking of the lower extremities.

After the noise evaluation and model building, different methods for
functional joint estimation is to be investigated.

The work done in three dimensional reconstruction will be continued
using mathematical approaches to speed up the treatment.



Chapter 2

Motion analysis systems

Interest in systems that capture the movement of different biological enti-
ties is not a new thing. Within the motion analysis community the classic
example is the pioneering work [7] of English photographer Eadweard Muy-
bridge. Muybridge used arrays of cameras, that were exposed sequentially,
to capture movement sequences on a sub second level.

Through the years different approaches to motion analysis have been de-
veloped. Some have used various mechanical structures, such as gonimeters
(joint angle meters) and accelerometers, that were attached to the subject.
Others have, after the development of photographic techniques in 1839, used
the camera as their main aid in trying to analyze motion of different bio-
logical entities. A short summary of the development in the area can be
found in [8]. Today camera based motion analysis systems are completely
dominating both the research and clinical communities.

This chapter deals with the description of the different camera systems
that are used today. Section 2.1 addresses the mathematical representation
of the camera model and the different parameters used to describe imper-
fections in cameras.

Section 2.2 deals with the ever present issue of camera calibration and
system calibration i.e. the estimation of the parameters in the camera model.
These methods apply to both the marker and image based systems handled
in sections 2.3 through 2.4. This is because both kinds of systems rely on
video cameras for their operation.

2.1 Camera systems and models

Digital cameras have recently seen an enormous development. The use of
digitally stored images have facilitated the dispersion of camera technologies
into many new and old areas.

If image material is to be used in Human Motion Analysis (HMA) there
is a need for accurate ways to translate the digital pixels of the image into

5
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relevant physical measures. Mathematical models of a camera are used to
bridge this gap.

The most commonly used model for transforming three dimensional coor-
dinates into a two dimensional image plane is the model of the perspective
camera. This model mimics the behavior of modern digital cameras in a
credible way.

2.1.1 The perspective camera

In this thesis the perspective camera model is the default if nothing else is
explicitly declared. The geometry of the perspective model as seen in Figure
2.1 can be understood as a projection from the three dimensional point X

Image coordinate
system

v
u

X

Image plane

Principal point

Lab coordinate system
x

z

y

U

Figure 2.1: Typical image of a three dimensional object projected on
the image plane of the camera model. The image coordinates can be
expressed directly in the lab coordinate frame.

to the two dimensional point U in the image plane. This can be expressed
in terms of matrices using homogenous coordinates as

U = PX (2.1)
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or 


u
v
1


 =




p11 p12 p13 p14

p21 p22 p23 p24

p31 p32 p33 p34







x
y
z
1


 (2.2)

where the matrix P represents the camera specific mapping from three di-
mensional space to the camera image plane. The P is composed of three
different transformations. First we have the two affine transformations: Ro-
tation matrix, R, and translation vector, t, and then we have the camera
specific projective transformation matrix, K. The P matrix has the follow-
ing structure [9]

P = λK[R| −Rt] (2.3)

where the K matrix is the upper triangular matrix given by

K =




σuf γ u0

0 σvf v0

0 0 1


 . (2.4)

The parameters of K are f , which is the focal length of the camera, γ is
the skewness of the two image plane axis, u0 and v0 are the displacement of
the principal point in relation to the coordinate system origin and last σu

and σv are scaling factors needed to relate three dimensional coordinates to
pixel values.

The rotational matrix R in equation 2.3 have a general three dimensional
rotation matrix structure and relates the camera orientation to the space
coordinate frame. The translation t present in equation 2.3 represents the
translation of the camera relative to the space coordinate frame. The final
parameter λ in equation 2.3 represents a scaling that take the projected
coordinates to homogenous coordinates.

The projective matrix P is often separated into the parts that is seen in
equation 2.3. This separation is natural since it divides the internal camera
parameters given by the K matrix from the external parameters given by
R and t. The separation is a means to interpret the different measures to
some meaningful physical parameters of the actual camera thus clarifying
the structure of the problem. The separation of these two different sets of
parameters are also helpful when using the same camera without altering
the internal calibration but moving the camera to another location. Then
only the external parameters need re-estimation.

As mentioned above, the internal parameters of equation 2.4 have a
physical interpretation. This means that some of the parameters could be
measurable in the camera structure. Therefore, internal calibration could
be done by measuring some quantities on/in the camera. This method of
performing internal calibration is seldom used since it is possible to reach
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better results if the parameters are estimated from data. Some of the most
common such calibration methods will be addressed in section 2.2.

2.1.2 Modeling distortions in the camera

Actual cameras are often, if not always, afflicted with imperfections in the
way that they project the image of the world into film or digital chips.
These imperfections are mostly due to flaws in the lens system. The most
common distortion, that usually represent the largest part of the error, is
radial distortion. Two typical distortions of this type can be seen in Figure
2.2. Second degree equations for corrections to this radial distortion are
displayed in Equation 2.5 where ū and v̄ are the distorted positions and u,
v are corrected ones.

u = ū(1 + ζ1(ū2 + v̄2))
v = v̄(1 + ζ1(ū2 + v̄2))

(2.5)

The shape of the distortion is controlled by the parameter ζ1. If ζ1 is
zero there is no distortion, if it is smaller than zero the correction is for
barrel distortion and if it is larger than zero the correction is for pincushion
distortion.

Figure 2.2 clearly show that some nonlinearity has been introduced into
the nice linear projective mapping seen in Eq. 2.1. As mentioned above this

Barrel distortion Pincushion distortion 

Figure 2.2: A simple illustration of two types of radial distortion. The
left image has positive radial distortion displacing the projected points
radially outward and the right has negative distortion.

nonlinearity is often, by far, the largest distortion of the images and hence
there is a need for correction. Both the estimation and the correction of the
radial distortion will be addressed in section 2.2.

Radial distortion is not the only nonlinear distortion present in image
data. There are also tangential distortion. Other distortion types, like local
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distortions in the lens, can be lumped together in a package and treated as
image noise.

2.2 System calibration

When using cameras to capture some kind of movement there is a need
for extensive information of the projective transformation. Without such
information it is not possible to estimate physical measures from the image
material produced by the camera.

There are at least three different types of calibration that can be distin-
guished: Firstly there is calibration of the internal camera parameters. The
most common linear internal parameters are displayed in Eq. 2.4. The non-
linear radial distortion parameters are also internal parameters. Secondly
there are the external parameters representing the position and orientation
of the camera that need to be estimated. Thirdly there are some methods
that do not separate the P matrix in Eq. 2.2 into different interpretable
parts but estimate the entries of P directly.

2.2.1 The direct linear transform

By far the most frequently used camera calibration method in the clinical
setting to this date is the Direct Linear Transform (DLT). The method will
be briefly summarized here but the interested reader can refer to the original
source [10] or the excellent textbook [11] on computer vision.

The DLT method assumes that four or more correspondences between
three dimensional object space coordinates and image plane homogenous
coordinates are known. The method starts with the projection of an object
space coordinate onto the homogenous coordinate of the image plane. The
projection can be described by the equation




u
v
1


 = P




x
y
z


 (2.6)

where x, y and z are object space coordinates and u and v are homogenous
coordinates of the projected point. The vectors U and X, given in Eq. 2.1
are represented by these related points. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, these
vectors are colinear giving the following relation

U × PX = 0. (2.7)

This equation is then manipulated to give a linear equation

Ap = 0 (2.8)
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where A is a 2× 9 matrix depending on the actual point X chosen and p is
the columns of P stacked on top of each other.

Usually this method is employed on large sets of three dimensional to
image plane projections. The matrix A then becomes tall and the solution
for p can be found using the well known Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). In recent years the DLT method has seen less use since some more
elaborate nonlinear methods, discussed in later sections, have shown better
results.

2.2.2 Internal calibration

Internal calibration deals with the estimation of the parameters of Equations
2.4 and 2.5. The method presented here uses typical planar rectangular
patterns that are captured with the camera. In section 4.2 the method
that is largely based on [12] and implemented in the well known ”Camera
calibration toolbox for Matlab” is used to internally calibrate a webcam.

The method proposed in [12] will briefly be explained here. The basic
idea is that the planar pattern, of chessboard type, is captured with different
camera placement and orientation as pictured in Figure 2.3. The internal

Figure 2.3: The chessboard pattern captured at different orientations.
The corners of the pattern is extracted and then used to estimate the
internal, radial distortion and external parameters of the camera.

parameters of the camera are assumed not to change. The corners of the
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chessboard pattern are extracted and the planar patterns are defined to lay
on the plane Z = 0 making Eq. 2.2 into




u
v
1


 = K

(
r1 r2 r3 t

)



X
Y
0
1


 = K

(
r1 r2 t

)



X
Y
1


 (2.9)

where the last part can be used to estimate first the internal and then
the external parameters of the projective transformation in Eq. 2.3. The
radial distortion parameters are then added to the model and nonlinear
optimization is used to find the best such parameters.

2.2.3 External calibration

Assume that two images are captured with the same camera and the internal
parameters of the camera, incapsulated by K, are known. Then the external
transform between the two camera positions can be estimated using some
basic properties of perspective geometry. The internal calibration could
either have been accurately produced at the factory or the method using
planar patterns from the previous section can be used.

Two points u and u
′

projected onto the same camera with different
orientation are related via the epipolar [9] constraint using the well known
fundamental matrix F given by

uT Fu
′
= 0 (2.10)

where
F = (K−1)T S(t)R−1(K)−1 (2.11)

The matrix S(t) in Eq. 2.11 is a matrix equivalent to a vector product with
the translation vector given by

S(t) = t× (2.12)

If the internal calibration matrix K is known the points u and u
′
can be

normalized to give
ŭ = K−1u (2.13)

and
ŭ
′
= K−1u

′
. (2.14)

Using these new normalized coordinates another well known relation called
the essential matrix can reached. Using the normalized coordinates in Eq.
2.10

ŭT Eŭ
′
= 0 (2.15)
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where the matrix E is defined by

E = S(t)R−1 (2.16)

thus capturing all the parameters of the respective positions of the cameras
in one single matrix.

Using the known structure of the essential matrix and the singular value
decomposition (SVD) [13] it is possible to extract the Rotation matrix, R,
and the translation vector t.

2.2.4 The magic wand technique

Calibration of camera systems have in earlier years predominantly been done
with the DLT method mentioned in Section 2.2.1. The DLT method relies on
the use of large cumbersome structures of markers that are to be captured.

The methods used today generally rely on the use of an easier employed
technique using a wand or rod with markers attached to the endpoints. The
length between the marker centers on the rod is known with high precision.
The wand is moved inside the measurement volume and captured with both
cameras, in the stereo case. This method can be used to retrieve a large
data set of inter camera matched points.

The method used is an extension of the methods used in the internal and
external calibrations mentioned before. Complete calibration is achieved
through this method. Even the principal point is estimated. The method
use the known distance in three dimension between the points measured to
determine the absolute scale of the scene.

Most modern day commercial motion capture system suppliers use this
type of method and it has been widely accepted as the state of the art. The
interested reader can refer to [14] or to [11] where parts of the method are
addressed in more detail.

2.3 Marker based systems

Today marker based human motion analysis is the completely dominating
method used in the clinical context. This section will address some of the
benefits of such systems and also some of their downsides.

2.3.1 Data acquisition

The human anatomy is a complex system that do not easily lend itself to
making direct measurements of the quantities of interest. Such quantities
are for example joint positions and joint angles.

The data collection in marker based systems is composed of some differ-
ent steps. Since marker based systems are ususally based on cameras there
is a need for system calibration. This is done using some of the calibration
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techniques described earlier in this chapter. The predominant technique
used is one that utilizes the wand calibration method. Marker based sys-
tems often incorporate the use of force plates to be able to do kinetic analysis
of the human locomotion. This part of the system is also calibrated in the
first step of the process.

When the system has been calibrated markers are to be added to the
measurement subject. The markers are added to anatomical landmarks
on the subject body as can be seen in Figure 2.4. These markers often
are retroreflective meaning that they reflect light back to the light source.
This is used to facilitate the segmentation of the images in the cameras.
Placement of the markers is dependent on correct landmark identification.

(a) Front image (b) Side image

Figure 2.4: A typical marker placement. The markers are placed to
make bilateral analysis possible using the Proreflex marker system of the
Qualisys corporation. Usually the markers are attached to the subjects
skin directly. The retroreflective surface of the markers give a clear
image of the marker when lit by the cameras flash.

This calls for anatomically trained personnel to place the markers. It can
be a demanding task to place the markers on exactly the same place from
measurement to measurement.

The acquisition step is the one remaining. The subject moves in the
capturing volume and the cameras register the visible marker locations.
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2.3.2 Representation of data

The cameras in most marker based systems extract positions of the marker
centers in the image plane. The only data that are recorded are these two
dimensional positions. From these positions the system calculate the three
dimensional trajectories of the markers.

If some of the markers are not captured in all of the frames the operator
is required to bridge the gap in the data by manually pairing the different
parts of the trajectory. This work can be both difficult and exhausting to
perform.

What is important to understand here is that the marker based systems
usually throw all the image data away, keeping only the two dimensional
centers of the markers.

2.3.3 Estimation methods used

In marker based systems the analysis of the human locomotion apparatus
starts with a well defined model. The model is a typical skeleton of a typical
human being. It contains many parameters that need to be estimated. The
parameters are basically the ones needed to estimate the motion of the
different parts of the subjects anatomy.

Estimation of the variables in the model is done with the use of predictive
techniques. Such techniques are based on statistics of how for example joint
centers are geometrically related to nearby anatomical landmarks. From
these data interpolation coefficients are derived relating for example the
width of the hips and the position of edges of the pelvis to the center of the
hip joint.

When the model parameters have been estimated one can employ models
for how inertial properties vary with physical dimensions. If force plate data
is available, then that data can be used together with the movement and
inertial estimate to enable full kinetic analysis.

2.3.4 Precision

Marker based systems show impressive precision in the estimates of the
individual marker postitions. The error is in the sub millimeter range. This
can, if caution is not applied, be taken as an indicator on the accuracy of
the estimated model parameters. There are at least three sources of error
that together give a much less accurate estimate of the kinematic variables
than the precision in the markers:

• Marker placement generate errors. It is difficult to place the markers at
the exact right position. This can introduce errors on the centimeter
scale [15]. In clinical application, motion analysis is often used to
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evaluate different measures taken. This introduces errors between the
different trials and different personnel placing the markers.

• Skin movement is the source that can be expected to introduce the
largest error into the estimation process. It has been reported [16] that
errors on the specific marker placement locations can reach multiple
centimeters.

• The predictive methods used have been shown [17] to introduce errors
also in the centimeter scale. These errors are generated because the
predictive coefficients are based on some kind of average human be-
ing. Since all the subjects differ from that average human, errors are
introduced.

2.3.5 Conclusions

Marker based systems completely dominate the motion analysis context.
This is probably due to the fact that there are no clear alternatives. The
marker free methods are not nearly mature enough to be applied in the
clinical setting.

One advantage of the marker based systems is that they are very stable
in their estimates. Another positive side is that since the data treated are
not images but three dimensional coordinates smaller demands are put on
hardware components in the systems.

There are also quite a few disadvantages. If all the errors mentioned
above should be added, errors of multiple centimeters are probable and this
might even render the following calculations meaningless.

Another disadvantage is that so much information is thrown away. There
is no possibility to use the image material to aid the estimation of the model
parameters.

2.4 Image based systems

Image based systems are rather new as an alternative for motion analysis
systems. The increase of image based applications are much due to the
recent and rapid development in the computer hardware and camera areas.

This section will address some of the difficulties present when using image
material as input to the methods. Some key possibilities that open up with
the use of images will also be handled.

2.4.1 Data acquisition

Data acquisition in image based systems are inherently demanding. An
example: a three camera system producing one hundred gray scale frames
per second with a resolution of 1000 · 1000 pixels from three cameras give
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a data flow of 3 · 108 pixels per second. If we have color images the data
flow is tripled. This problem is being solved gradually by producing smarter
compression algorithms and faster networks.

One key benefit from using non-specialized camera hardware is that the
systems for capturing multiple images of a scene can be substantially cheaper
than the systems used today for marker based analysis. This is due to
the fact that the marker based cameras often are very specialized, working
outside the visible light spectra and doing much processing in the camera.

2.4.2 Representation of data

One hard nut to crack in image based systems is the question of choosing
the input data to be used for the motion tracking. You could of course think
of the image streams as input but this is not really relevant since it is only
some part of the information in the images that are used.

One popular choice of information extraction is to look at the edges in
the image. Edges can represent contours of an object and hence can be
used both to position the object in the three dimensional space and also
to determine the shape [18] of the object. Strength and weaknesses of this
approach will be discussed later in Ch. 4 of this thesis. Other choices can be
to extract positions of the image or the contour [19] where the pixel values
differ much from the surroundings.

Whatever feature in the images that are chosen as base for the analysis
it is not clear today that any specific choice is better than the other. Of
course there are alternatives that have shown better results but there is no
consensus on the best direction of progress.

2.4.3 Estimation methods used

Today a large variety of different models are applied in motion analysis.
Some of the models apply to the way in which the human anatomy can be
projected onto the image plane [20] and are used to facilitate the identifica-
tion of possible human features in images. Other models are more concerned
with physical characterization of the human anatomy and are used to limit
the possible motion of the human model.

2.4.4 Conclusions

The conclusions that can be drawn from the use of image based systems
for use in human motion analysis are few. Basically there are not enough
research in the field to make any clear summations or predictions on the
path to success.

Conceptually there is one important benefit of using the image based
approach. This benefit being that the image based systems have the pos-
sibility of using all of the image information. In the marker based systems
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the converse is true, this fact put an upper limit to the accuracy of such
systems.

Freedom to use all of the image information is in a sense the strength of
the image based systems. On the other hand, this freedom can be a curse
if it is not used in an appropriate manner, so the big challenge here is to
be able to navigate this freedom avoiding all the pitfalls. This thesis is a
step on a journey that aim to answer some of the questions that arise in this
navigation.
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Chapter 3

Marker free human motion
analysis

This chapter is dedicated to a treatment of methods used in research today
attempting to make some sort of computerized human motion analysis. The
methods addressed here are research concerning marker free methods. The
starting point of this treatment is in the conclusions made in Chapter 2 on
the limitations of using marker based methods.

There are several different fields in the area of marker free human motion
analysis. They span over subjects as different as full body articulated move-
ment tracking and skin patch detection in images. The focus in this thesis
is on the analysis of the movement in the lower part of the body especially
the movement and articulation of the knee joint.

The chapter starts with a presentation of some examples of the state
of the art in the area. The state of the art varies a lot with the starting
point for the research, such as types of models used or level of problem
simplification.

From the state of the art the next section discuss future possibilities for
marker free analysis. The aim here is at using more data in the analysis.
Possibilities and difficulties that this aim produce is discussed.

The last part of this chapter consists of a slight revision of our own work
produced addressing the topic of human motion analysis using texture based
analysis.

3.1 What is the state of the art?

The state of the art is something not easily captured. In this section an
attempt will be made to sample some of the important efforts recently made
in the area. First some methods for extracting information from the image
are discussed, then some ways of modeling the subject and lastly different
evaluation methods are addressed.

19
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3.1.1 Contour based methods

One of the strongest features in image material of real scenes is the edges
or contours representing the end of the different objects portrayed. If these
contours can be correctly classified as belonging to the end of the foreground
of interest they can be used as constraints on the volume of the foreground.
Multiple views of the foreground can then be used to generate constraints
which in turn can be used to create the convex, or visual hull [18] of the
foreground. A visualization of the concept of visual hull in two dimensions is
shown in figure 3.1 This approach has been taken in quite a few contributions
here represented by [18], [19].

Cam 1 Cam
 4

Cam
 2 Cam 3

Figure 3.1: A representation of the visual hull of a non convex object.
The union of the lighter gray area and the black solid is as close as the
camera system can estimate the area of the solid in a single frame. This
also illustrates the ambiguity of using the visual hull only for alignment
of objects.

Some of the most impressive attempts made using among other contour
information are [21], [22], [23]. These contributions all use visual hull ex-
tractions as the starting point for further treatment. It has been shown [24]
that using only the visual hull as base for alignment of two three dimen-
sional objects is ambiguous, see Figure 3.1. Therefore all of the approaches
use more information than the contour. The feature predominantly used is
color information of the contour pixels.
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In [19] something called Colored Surface Points (CSP) are used to re-
solve the ambiguity of visual hulls. As depicted in Figure 3.2 the CSP’s
are estimated from a color match between contour points and points on the
epipolar line. This approach rely heavily on the assumption of lambertian
surfaces, that is the color of the point is perceived in the same way indepen-
dent of viewing angle. In the approaches mentioned evolving or dynamic
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Image plane 1 Image plane 2

Colored Surface Point

Figure 3.2: Colored surface points are extracted starting with the
contour points in the left image. Points lying on the epipolar line in the
other image are then searched for a color match. The ray intersection
indicated by the color match is then taken as an estimate of a Colored
Surface Point (CSP). A large set of such CSP’s can then be used to
build the surface of a three dimensional object.

surfaces are not modeled. Neither do they use inter frame correspondence
of points in any way. The CSP’s in one time frame can not be matched
to the CSP’s in another. This excludes the methods from estimating the
movement of the soft tissue. Nontheless the methods used in [22], [23] and
[21] all show good results when evaluated and can be stated as state of the
art among the contour based methods.

3.1.2 Active contour based methods

The origin of active contour, or shape, based methods is in the field of image
processing. Recognition of similarly shaped objects in images can be quite
useful in a large number of image processing areas.

In two dimensional images the contour of an object may be represented
by a single line of connected pixels that have the value 1 and all other pixels
have the value 0. An example of this situation can be seen in Figure 3.3.
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If a model for the shape is used taking into account all of the pixels in the

(a) Captured statistics (b) Fit on real images

Figure 3.3: An example of active contour based recognition. The left
image show a example of labeled corresponding feature points. The
right show an illustration of a model fit on real images.

contour and trying to fit all of them individually it is quickly realized that
the problem becomes very costly to solve. If the shape could instead be
described by a smaller number of parameters much time could be saved. It
is this approach that is taken in [25] where the idea of point distribution
models (PDM) is explained.

The basic idea with PDM’s is that a number N of shapes representing
the same kind of object are labeled at key points that all correspond. The
corresponding points are chosen in such a way as to capture most of the
variation in the shape. The labeled shapes are then aligned and normalized
to minimize the variance between the shapes. Each labeled point pij repre-
senting a two dimensional pixel coordinate are stacked on top of each other
for each shape giving the M ×N matrix

A =




p11 · · · · · · p1N
...

. . . . . .
...

...
. . . . . .

...
p3M1 · · · · · · p3MN




=
(

x1 . . . xN

)
(3.1)

where every line represents the corresponding point coordinates in all shapes
and every column, xi, represents the points within each shape.

From this formulation the mean of all of the shapes can be defined

x̄ =
1
N

N∑

i=1

xi (3.2)
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where xi is each shape in the training set in column vector form. The
remaining variance in this set can be estimated

S =
1
N

N∑

i=1

(xi − x̄)(xi − x̄)T (3.3)

and using Principal Component Analysis, as described for instance in [26],
on the covariance matrix S the orthogonal directions of the dominating
contributions to the variance can be determined. Using this method the
variation in the shape of an object can be captured with a much smaller
number of parameters than the points in each shape. This is one of the key
benefits of the active shape model approach. The main modes of variation
can be captured using only a few weight parameters and the eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix S.

Active shape modeling can be applied to two dimensional images quite
straight forwardly. Problems arise when three dimensional objects are to be
fitted by the model and data represent projected images of the object. Some
kind of optimization must be done to align the model to the object and as
shown in [27], the use of contours only is here ambiguous. The model could
fit the contour well without necessary fitting the object in three dimensional
space. Using many cameras and a good initial model this might be remedied.

So far studies of human anatomy have not had the required metric ac-
curacy or information to base an active shape approach on. Possibilities for
such data are recently growing stronger with the more widespread use of
laser scanners and other measurement equipment.

3.1.3 Model based methods

Methods used within the active contour area are good examples of model
based methods for reconstructing shapes or surfaces. The area of interest
in such methods is not just the shape or surface of the subject under study
but the parametrization of the subject.

The word parametrization itself implies some sort of model. In the case
of human motion analysis this model is the type of segments representing the
limbs and the type of joints representing the anatomical joints. Variables of
the model are joint positions, joint angles and the parameters are properties
like segment lengths, inertial properties of the segments, and so on. The
model and its parameters together describe the human subject in such a
way that calculations of forces and moments are made possible.

Above it is stated that basically every approach taken where some pa-
rameters are estimated is a model based one. The model based methods
used in this thesis are geometrical models based on anatomical knowledge.
The model is then constructed and projected onto the image data. Some
criterion is then used to evaluate the fit of the model to the data.
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There has been a lot of different methods proposed in this area. Recently
an approach based on hands-on fit of a detailed model to image material from
uncalibrated video sequences has been proposed [28]. The idea is to start of
with a model of a human being in some three dimensional representation.
From that representation the model parameters such as size, position and
articulation are changed to make the image of the model fit the real data
images as good as possible.

The method in [28] has shown good results when flexion and extension
is considered. Internal and external rotation is much harder to estimate
and this method also show poorer results in these estimations. The idea of
using the superior human vision system to discriminate between different
parameterizations is both appealing and disturbing. It is appealing since
forming a criterion function that encapsulate the same discriminatory power
is not easy. The human vision system has a capacity that probably never
will be equaled by any computer vision system. The disturbing part of
the idea is that human operators work much slower than computers, have
a behavior that varies over time, and also have individual differences that
result in differences in the estimation.

Some approaches have been taken towards a completely automated model
based marker free human motion analysis. In [6] a model constructed of
disks stacked on top of each other is introduced. The individual disks have
a number of parameters determining their shape. The disks are grouped
into different segments, as depicted in Figure 3.4, in an hierarchial way
defining joints between segments. Then the parameters of these joints and
the disks are fitted to the shape in the data. The approach taken show good
promise in the freedom of shape expression but have serious problems when
it comes to stability. The method utilize model distance to the contour in
the criterion function and as stated in Section 3.1.1 this is an inherently
unstable approach. An advantage of the model is that deforming objects
can be modeled and tracked in a natural way if the instability issues can be
resolved.

3.1.4 Modeling the deformable nature of human anatomy

One major difficulty in the analysis of human movement is modeling the soft
tissue movement. Or stated differently: How can the soft tissue movement
be filtered away to reveal the true movement of the underlying skeletal
structure?

Direct filtering has been shown [29] to be a dead end since the frequency
content in the tissue movement is overlapping with the movement frequencies
that is of interest.

Many different approaches have been taken in order to estimate the soft
tissue movement [16] [30] [31] [32]. The movement has been shown in [30]
to affect the measurements of interest, such as knee joint center, up to the
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Joints Stack of discs 

Figure 3.4: The disks are initially aligned along the axis between the
joints. The fit to the edges in the image data is achieved through the
variation of the eccentricity parameters, size and position.

point that the estimate becomes virtually pointless. These methods have all
used some kind of marker or device added onto the skin and many of them
use bone pins screwed into the bones as the gold standard for evaluation.
The state of the art in soft tissue compensation and estimation is at the
level that some compensation can be achieved, see for example [30] but the
problem still remains to be solved in a final manner.

3.1.5 Evaluation methods

Evaluation of methods is something that is needed in every research disci-
pline. Marker free methods in their orthodox interpretation do not allow
for any markers or devices attached to the subject. The evaluation methods
presented up to this date are all based on some kind of attached items which
makes marker free methods hard to evaluate.

The evaluation of human motion analysis methods span over a wide vari-
ety of different approaches. Many studies have been conducted in vitro and
over the years these contributions have built up a large anatomical knowl-
edge base. Even though these methods can be very accurate, they cannot,
for obvious reasons, be used for evaluation of methods used to estimate
dynamic human motion.

The most accurate methods used for evaluation is the use of pins that
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are drilled into the bone and then markers are attached to them. There
are quite a few contributions where this approach has been used [33] [32]
[29] [34] [35]. The bone pin methods can be considered the state of the art
considering evaluation. These intrusive methods are however not applicable
in day to day use and because of this there is a need to find some kind of
method that is still accurate without being invasive.

Other methods used is the attachment of different devices, such as Ilis-
arov device [31], or roentgen based methods using tantalum beads attached
to the bone structure [36] or even using Magnetic Resonance Imaging in
some rare cases [37]. In some work on marker less human motion analysis
the researchers use a marker based system as a gold standard for evaluation
[28]. The author of this thesis has also used this method [3].

The state of the art in evaluation is basically dependent on the appli-
cation. It is easy to realize that for example some roentgen based methods
can not be used for analysis made of long jump but a marker based system
could.

3.2 Future possibilities of marker free systems

This section will discuss possibilities that can be seen in the development of
useful marker free analysis systems. The section first address the difference
between marker based and marker free systems in terms of information usage
and then some of the areas of apparent need for improvement are discussed.

3.2.1 Available information

A typical marker based system uses some kind of markers that are attached
to the anatomy in well defined positions. The information that is collected
in these systems typically are only the two dimensional coordinates of the
center of the marker in the image plane. All other image information are
disregarded.

This approach bring the benefit of low bandwidth requirements in the
link between the cameras and the data collecting unit. It also brings man-
ageability of the data set. The data of a typical video sequence is often quite
large and many such streams may put extreme demands on hardware. From
Figure 3.5 it is evident that the hard condensation of information done in
the marker free systems remove some possibilities that could be used for
modeling purposes.

One can look at the issue of available information in other ways. There
are a lot of image material collected of sports activities. Since this mate-
rial do not contain any markers attached to the athletes the possibility of
applying marker based methods are not present. Marker free methods on
the other hand utilize the image material itself and this image information
could be used to analyze of historic athlete performance [38].
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(a) Image with complete information (b) Image with marker information only

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the massive information truncation in
marker based systems. The image to the left contain all of the original
image information and the one to the right illustrates the information
extracted in marker based systems.

Apart from athletics, marker free methods could of course be employed in
various areas where image material is available. Such areas are surveillance,
rescue operations, military systems and so on.

3.2.2 Areas where improvement are needed

The clinical application of marker based methods rely on the methods to be
accurate, stable, reproducible and easy to use for non-technical personnel.
Today marker free methods lack in most of these areas, so it is not difficult
to find areas for improvement.

One key issue concerns accuracy. In Chapter 2 it was argued that the
different error sources in the marker based systems could add up to multiple
centimeters. This should clearly not be acceptable in the clinical setting if
there were any alternatives.

Different variables have different typical error magnitudes. For example,
the flexion extension angle of the knee is quite accurately estimated. Inter-
nal/external rotation angle of the shank is much more difficult and hence is
estimated less accurately. If it was possible to use more information in the
images, one could expect that errors due to skin movement could be lowered
and also that better accuracy could be reached in the estimated variables.
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The joint models used do in some prominent cases not agree with reality.
The knee joint, for example, is not a hinge joint, but still it is modeled as such
in many methods. Using models that resemble the actual reality modeled
could lower errors even further.

3.3 Possibilities of texture based methods

This section consists of a recent manuscript [3] that is here used with only
some smaller modifications. The section starts with an introduction to the
work followed by a description of the methods used. Finally, the results
reached are briefly described. These results are then discussed in the next
subsection and lastly future possibilities of this line of thought are addressed.

3.3.1 Introduction

Human motion analysis (HMA) is a complex and difficult area. Through the
years different analysis methods have been proposed. Today the methods
that can be classified as marker based methods are completely dominating
in the clinical context. Marker based methods are here defined as methods
that rely on anatomically correct placed markers tracked by camera systems.
They only give the positions of the markers in 3D as output. The definition
of marker free methods is here taken as systems that do not rely on any
kind of markers or structures to be attached to the subject under study.

Marker based methods are theoretically robust but they have some se-
rious drawbacks. Marker placement has been shown [16] to introduce rela-
tively large errors in estimation of the parameters of the underlying artic-
ulated skeletal model. The dominating techniques used for estimation of
joint locations are of the predictive type, meaning that the estimates are
based on interpolation using anthropometric statistics. This approach make
the estimation robust but also introduces some errors as seen in [17] when
applied to subjects that do not conform to the statistics.

With the recent development in the camera and computer areas give
that video based marker free HMA becomes plausible. Such methods would
give some very attractive benefits. Firstly, bypassing marker placement
could remove a large error source. Secondly, marker free methods based on
video images hold the potential of using more information than the marker
based ones. This extra information could then possibly be used to make
more accurate models of for example soft tissue artifacts. Thirdly the use
of more information opens up for functional estimation methods that have
been shown [17] to be more accurate in some settings. Lastly the use of the
complete image material and not only extracted marker positions would give
clinicians the possibility to apply their experience combining two method-
ologies to yield a stronger tool in diagnosing different gait pathologies.
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So far the vision of marker free methods have been hard to reach. The
methods that have been proposed are typically based on some kind of sil-
houette extraction [18],[22],[27],[20]. This approach has been shown [19] to
be under-determined unless a very large number of cameras are used. Sil-
houettes alone are not enough to robustly and accurately estimate the state
of an articulated model of the human anatomy.

Some different approaches have been taken to add color information to
the silhouette [19]. Another possibility to use more of the image information
could be to also use image texture. However, so far it has not been shown in
a convincing way that the texture of human skin can robustly and accurately
be used to put extra constraints on the model.

If the ”marker free” definition were to be relaxed to allow for the use of
some kind of added texture one would be able to extract a large number of
surface points. This has been done with some success in among other [39].

In this section the potential of using a texture based approach will be
explored. From the extracted surface points the 2D center of rotation (COR)
of the knee is estimated via two different functional methods [40], [41] and
then projected onto the third dimension. The knee COR are then compared
to the knee joint center estimation of a reference system.

Good evaluation of methods for estimating the parameters of the un-
derlying bone structure have been proposed [42],[16]. These methods are
very accurate and are based on the use of invasive methods where ”pins”
are drilled into the bone. In the present study a noninvasive method was
used for evaluation. As reference system, a marker based Proreflex system,
Qualisys corporation, has been used. This type of marker based system is
routinely used in clinical application and hence can be used as a measure of
what performance is clinically accepted.

The purpose of the present contribution is to show that it is possible,
with existing standard technology and methods, to build a system that do
not depend on anatomically placed markers and yet is capable of producing
results in knee center estimation comparable to marker based systems.

3.3.2 Methods

This section is a survey over the methods used in the study. The video cap-
turing system with calibration and image processing methods are explained
in the first four sections. The following five sections deal with the meth-
ods used to extract data and estimate the three dimensional (3D) center of
rotation of the knee joint from the marker free system. The last sections
describe the methods used for evaluation of the texture v.s. the marker
based system.
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The data generating system

The image data used in this study were taken from two video cameras that
were placed approximately orthogonal to each other in a lab setting as seen
in Figure 3.6. The frame rates of the cameras were 51 fps and the resolution
640*480 pixels. The cameras are of the one chip type and the color data in
the images were interpolated from the Bayer [43] pattern of the sensor chip.
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Figure 3.6: The camera system with saggital camera approximately
90 degrees from the walking direction

The reference system

For evaluating purposes the video camera system was run simultaneously to
a reference system configured according to Figure 3.7. The reference system
was calibrated with wand calibration algorithm that is company specific for
Qualisys corporation.

Calibration

As described in Section 2.2.1 Calibration of a stereo camera systems usually
includes the estimation of both the intrinsic camera parameters, such as
focal length and principal point, and the extrinsic parameters, such as the
inter camera rotation and translation. In this work the calibration has been
conducted with the widely used Direct Linear Transformation [10]. The
lab coordinate system established in the calibration was used to define the
cartesian x, y and z coordinates. The calibration structure as seen in Figure
3.8 used 20 markers on a rigid structure placed in the capturing volume.
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Figure 3.7: The reference marker based system configured around the
forceplate centered in the room.

The 3 dimensional position of the markers were measured with the refer-
ence system as described above. The accuracy of the extraction was evalu-
ated via back projection of the points seen in both cameras. The maximum
error, using the euclidian norm, on the back projection from 2 to 3 dimen-
sional coordinates were 25.4 mm. The mean error was 12.8 mm with a
standard deviation of 12.7 mm.

Segmentation

General segmentation of image into foreground and background is not a
trivial task. There are a multitude of methods that apply to this problem
depending on type of images and image acquisition circumstances.

To minimize the problems associated with general segmentation algo-
rithms we have used the special case of a dark homogenic background to
facilitate the foreground segmentation. The subject wore clothing that
blended into the background, see Figure 3.9, with the exception of areas
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Figure 3.8: Image of the calibration structure used in the DLT cal-
ibration algorithm. The retroreflective balls used in the calibration is
clearly visible.

of interest.
Because of the special structure of the subject the foreground extrac-

tion could be easily and robustly achieved by applying a simple grayscale
threshold.

Feature extraction

Following the segmentation step is the data extraction step. From the seg-
mentation there are a number of connected image objects. From the list of
object size and compactness, thresholding separates false objects to make
the list only contain the object centers of interest. The data has the struc-
ture of a set of 2D points

A = {pij} (3.4)
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Figure 3.9: The center of rotation estimation from the two different
methods in projected on the saggital image. The LS estimate displayed
in gray and the BCLS in white.
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where i goes from 1 to N , number of frames and j goes from 1 to P ,
number of points extracted in each frame. Some of the points in some of the
images are not extraced due to difficult lighting and shadowing conditions.
The points that are not extracted automatically were manually identified
and inserted into A.

Classification and matching

Looking at the extracted data set A we realize that the points pij are not
ordered in terms of which body segment it is attached to. The method
adopted here is that the points are classified into the thigh and shank sub-
sets. In the material used this was easy since the vertical separation of the
subsets was persistent throughout the whole sequence.

The next step is that the individual thigh points were matched between
consecutive frames. The points on the thigh were matched based on the
assumption that the point pt+1 in the next frame has not rotated more than
that it is still the closest point, in 2D euclidian norm, to the point pt when
the centroid of the thigh points are aligned in the two frames. This is of
course dependent on the frame rate of the camera system. The frame rate
of 51 fps that was used here was enough to make this classification stable
for the type of movement captured.

Trajectory building

Estimation of the COR of a rigid body is dependent on a established co-
ordinate system in which this rotation is performed. In this work we are
interested in the COR of the shank segment with respect to the thigh. Hence
we need to establish a coordinate system for the thigh that is approximately
static over the whole sequence. This was done by aligning the classified and
matched points on the thigh throughout the material. The method adopted
for the alignment was that the points are assumed to be attached to a rigid
body, even though this is not completely valid. If this was valid the align-
ment would be optimally achieved trough a translation of the centroid and
a rotation about the same. What we do here is that we act as if the thigh
where a rigid body and align all of the thigh points based on a sequence of
centroid translations and rotations about the centroid that minimizes the
error in a least squares sense. When the thigh points have been aligned,
the shank points are translated with the same translation and then rotated
about the centroid of the thigh.

2D center of rotation estimation

Joint center estimation is an essential part of all human motion analysis.
There are basically two different types of techniques that are applied for this.
Predictive methods are methods that rely on coordinates from anatomically
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placed markers. From statistical data of couplings between marker place-
ment and joint center location the current joint center is interpolated.

Functional methods on the other hand do not use any statistical data,
nor do they use anatomically placed markers. The methods simply uses the
movement of some type of marker to calculate the position of the center
of rotation that best explain the movement, in a least squares sense. The
predictive methods are predominant in the clinical setting, this is manly due
to the fact that they are more stable since they are based on interpolation
between anatomical landmarks [15]. The mapping from estimated center
to an anatomical reference frame is also more straight forward using the
predictive methods since the markers used are placed onto anatomically
relevant positions. If texture is used instead of markers it is not possible to
apply predictive methods. In these cases the functional approach is the one
remaining.

In the present work we hence focus on the functional methods and es-
pecially the least squares (LS) method suggested in [41] and the bias com-
pensated (BCLS) [40]. The methods were applied to the 2D data directly
so the estimation is a 2D center of rotation estimation.

Depth estimation

Since the estimation of the center of rotation is conducted in 2D and the
reference system delivers 3D coordinates of estimated joint centers there is a
need for depth estimation. The 3D position of the estimated COR is found
via matching of rays from the saggital and frontal camera. The horizontal
center line of the foreground in the frontal image is extracted with image
processing techniques. After the extraction the shortest distance between
the 3D rays through every point in that line and the 3D ray through the
point represented by the estimated COR is calculated.

The point on the saggital ray that is closest, in euclidian norm, to the
matched frontal ray is taken as the estimated 3D COR. Figure 3.9 and Figure
3.10 show the estimated points in the saggital and frontal images.

Evaluation methods

The type of marker system used for evaluation as depicted in Figure 3.7
are in everyday clinical use combined with software that calculate the joint
centers and articulation parameters based on the predictive methods men-
tioned in section 3.3.2. In the present work we only used the 3D positions
of the markers that is the intermediate output from the clinical marker sys-
tem. The estimation in this case of the knee joint center was then conducted
within the Matlab environment [44] together with the rest of the calcula-
tions.
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Figure 3.10: The chosen center line point projected on the frontal
image for both the LS, gray, and the BCLS, white, estimate. The points
are drawn on top of each other.
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Figure 3.11: The marker set as used to calculate the estimate of the
knee joint center described in [45].

Marker sets for COR estimation

The marker set used for the knee joint center estimation was, Figure 3.11,
one marker at the lateral femoral epicondyle (LFE), one marker at the tibial
tubercle (TT) and another marker superior to the patella (SP).
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The estimate of the midpoint between the two epicondyle was taken as
the coordinate of the LFE plus half the width of the knee measured between
the two epicondyle in the medial direction established by the three knee
markers. A relevant estimate of the knee joint center that can be compared
to the estimate of our functional methods has been suggested in [45].

The estimated knee joint center point is taken as lying on the line be-
tween the ankle and knee center defined by the marker set as seen in Figure
3.11. The position of the point on the line is displaced from the ankle, past
the knee by 8.9 percent of the total length shank segment [45]. The length
of the shank segment used in the estimate is established by taking the dif-
ference of the mentioned epicondyle midpoint and the estimate of the ankle
center given by the markers on the foot.

Synchronization

To be able to compare the output from the two different systems there is
a need for some type of time synchronization. In the absence of external
triggering synchronization an alternative is to find some feature in the esti-
mated parameters that can be used for synchronization. The feature chosen
for this synchronization in this case was the vertical position curve, in the
lab frame, for the estimated COR and the marker at the lateral knee joint
center.

3.3.3 Results

Four different trials were conducted with the same subject. The markers and
the added texture were not altered between the different trials. A typical
trial result is shown in Figure 3.12. The LS and BCLS estimate of the z
coordinate show a typical bias as compared to the one based on markers.
In the x and y estimates much smaller bias is seen which is to be expected.
The sequences captured were not directly comparable since the gait pattern,
in terms of length, speed and so on, differed in all the trials.

For reasons of evaluation over all the trials we calculated the difference
between the x, y and z coordinates for the LS, BCLS and the marker based
estimate. The variance of the difference from the marker based estimate were
also calculated in the LS and BCLS cases. The distribution of the difference
in the coordinates is approximated by histogram plots of the difference as
seen in Figure 3.13. The LS and the BCLS show some difference in the mean
compared to the marker based estimate. On the other hand the standard
deviations of the differences in the estimates is very similar. In the legend
of Figure 3.13 the mean values and standard deviation for the difference in
the two different estimates are displayed.
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Figure 3.12: x, y and z positions (mm), in the lab coordinate frame,
of a typical trial run. The dashed curve is the least squares estimate
according to [41], the dash dotted curve is the bias compensated least
squares estimate according to [40] and the solid curve is the estimate
based on the output from the marker based system. The positions are
drawn relative to time sample number.
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Figure 3.13: Estimated distributions of the difference between the
marker and texture based estimates for the different coordinates. The
mean value of the difference for LS and for BCLS estimate are displayed
as vertical bars over the histograms. The mean values and standard
deviation for the difference in the two different estimates are displayed
in the legends of each plot.

3.3.4 Discussion

Looking at the results from one trial in Figure 3.12 and the complete data in
Figure 3.13 it is clear that both the least squares based estimates are biased
when compared to the marker based estimate. The z coordinate shows a
bias in both the LS estimates and is also clearly visible in Figure 3.12. It is
well known that the knee joint is not a hinge joint but contains both slipping
and rotation. With some mechanical knowledge we realize that the center of
rotation of such a joint will be displaced, depending on the curvature of the
sliding surface, as compared to a hinge joint. The result displayed in Figure
3.12 clearly show that there is such a displacement in the estimate of the z
coordinate. In the x coordinate we have some displacement that also comply
with the rotation and slipping motion of the knee joint. The y coordinate
displays the least amount of bias compared to the marker based estimate.
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This is reasonable since the gait direction is in the negative x direction and
the joint motion is in the x-z plane.

The value of this work has not been to prove that the texture based ap-
proach is superior to the marker based one. The compared systems are very
different in many ways since the marker based system have individual preci-
sion of each marker position estimate as its strength, while the texture based
approach has its strength in the use of many less accurately determined tex-
ture points. The textured based approach here is based on a two camera
system that will have less accuracy than the 6 camera based marker system.
The main contribution here is that it is shown to be plausible that the use of
texture in images of human anatomy could supply more information. This
could be used to improve the estimates produced.

Applicability in the clinical area

The main idea in this work was to investigate the plausibility of using texture
to estimate the COR of the knee joint. The used methods are not directly
applicable in a clinical setting but the results indicate that it is feasible to
use texture based methods in the future.

3.3.5 Future work possibilities

Including estimation of translation movement using functional meth-
ods

The two COR estimation methods used here do not estimate the translation
in the knee joint but only estimates a COR that minimizes a least squares
error over the whole image series. Methods for functional estimation of
the complete movement in the knee, including translation, could improve
the results of kinetic calculations and hence reduce errors in subsequent
moment calculations.

Investigating the mapping between COP and joint center

Accurate calculations of the COR of a joint is directly useful in a kinetic
context only if the COR is approximately coinciding with the knee joint
center. This is, for example, the case in estimation of the hip joint center.
If this is not the case, as in knee joint estimation, the usefulness of kinetic
calculations is dependent on the mapping between COP and joint center.
Since there are some joints in the human anatomy that are not spherical,
there is a need for investigations along these lines.

Skin texture possibilities

Future work in our group will investigate the possibility of using skin features
such as texture to be used in estimating movement of the human limbs.
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This has not yet been investigated and is a vital part of the foundation of a
possible texture based approach to human motion analysis.

3.4 Conclusions

What conclusions can then be drawn from this chapter dealing with marker
based and marker free human motion analysis? From the section addressing
the current state of the art, the conclusion must be that as far as marker
free methods are concerned, there are no specific systems or theories that
clearly lead the way towards usable solutions. This given, there are some
approaches such as [22] [19] [6] that show promise. A mix of different ap-
proaches incorporating a good model, as in [6], and a better usage of image
information coupled to inter-frame three dimensional matching of multiple
surface points should be able to give more accurate and stable results.

The use of added texture as in section 3.3 demonstrate the potential of
using more image information. The method will be pursued in future work
and the possibilities of using skin texture itself will also be investigated.
This will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 5.



Chapter 4

Virtual reality methods

This chapter is dedicated to the treatment of the use of virtual reality (VR)
methods in some of their different forms and shapes in human motion analy-
sis research today. The meaning of virtual reality is that a model of the real
world is used where a higher level of environmental control can be achieved.
This virtual world or environment can be used to generate image data with
complete control over the physical environment.

The main point of using such VR environments in human motion analy-
sis are the complete control it brings over the image generating reality. The
image generating system can be designed all the way from light source prop-
erties through materials in objects and the model of the camera. Much time
can be saved having a clear image of the ground truth in the image generat-
ing environment. The positions and orientations, at each time, of every item
in the VR environment can be known with non-realistic extreme accuracy.

Another important benefit of using VR methods is that one can get
good data from simulated camera systems where all system and calibration
parameters are known. This means that a lot of real world problems, such
as calibration and data transfer, can be avoided, thereby removing early
stage errors in the method development. Of course methods must finally
be evaluated in a real world setting, but this might be postponed to a later
stage in the development process using VR.

Except from the ease of use, VR methods also mean that research groups
that do not have access to good camera system laboratories can do initial
work in the area, without having to invest heavily in both money and time
to acquire these possibilities.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First the generation of syn-
thetic data is treated. Secondly some different interesting methods used in
recent literature are discussed, and some of the authors own attempts in
this area is also treated. Lastly, own work in the area of three dimensional
reconstruction is also discussed briefly.

43
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4.1 Synthetic data generation

The motivations for using synthetic data generating in some applications
have already been presented above. The approach to the generation taken
here is based on the Java1 program language and within Java the native
library Java3D specialized on three dimensional modeling. A comprehensive
treatment of Java3D can be found in [46] and [47]. Some details are also
discussed in Section 4.2.1.

The data is produced by building a virtual camera laboratory that en-
able total control of configuration. In that environment light sources and
cameras were positioned to make acquisition possible. Articulated three di-
mensional geometric models where then created, inserted and captured in
the environment. The structure of the camera environment is described in
the next section.

The configuration of the environment contains a lot of possibilities. The
number of cameras can be varied, the resolution of the cameras can be
changed, and calibration of cameras can be varied including both internal
and external parameters. To be able to capture from the environment there
is a need for lighting of the scene. The lighting positions and intensities can
be varied and this in combination with the complete control of the texture
properties of the object captured can give a diversity in object appearance.

4.1.1 Structure of the VR environment

The structure of the virtual reality environment as represented in Java pro-
gram code is based on a graph structure called scenegraph [47]. The scene-
graph and the properties specified in it, contain all of the information needed
to completely describe the virtual environment. The connection between the
basic code structure and the visual virtual environment is described in Fig-
ure 4.1.

The structure is based in a root object containing the origin for the
coordinate system used. The root object can be seen as the root of a tree
that itself contain subtrees that define the properties of the cameras in the
environment as well as the properties of the model object. Between the root
and the different sub nodes in the tree there are transformation nodes, not
depicted in Figure 4.1, that uniquely define where the parts lower in the
tree are located in the virtual environment. These transformation nodes
can hence also be used to move subparts of the tree in the environment
simulating movement of for example the arm of the model object.

The capturing made in the virtual environment is controlled in the cam-
era object itself. This creates the possibilities of simulating camera systems
with different types of cameras.

1Property of Sun Microsystems.
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(a) An illustration of the virtual environment.

Head Arm1 Cam 1Leg1 

Root 

Trunk

Cam N−1 Cam N

Camera rootObject root 

(b) The corresponding structure of the Java software.

Figure 4.1: The code structure and the corresponding visual structure
of the virtual environment. The hierarchy of the code represents the
different components of the environment such as the different parts of
the geometric model, arms, legs, head and trunk. The code structure
does not represent a complete scenegraph. For reasons of clarity only
the needed units are represented in the structure shown.

4.1.2 Adding a realistic distortion

The only distortions present in the images captured from the virtual envi-
ronment are the quantization errors and the much smaller numerical round
of errors. Radial distortions or any other natural distortions introduced in
real cameras can not be modeled within the virtual environment. If realistic
distortion in the images are needed in the further treatment one has to in-
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troduce this after the capturing stage has been completed. Later in Section
4.2 a method for distortion introduction is treated.

4.1.3 Limitations

There are some limitations to the use of Java3D for simulation of camera
systems. In the real world image capturing are very much dependent on the
hardware used. There are some physical limitations in the capture. Among
these, limitations based on the amount of light captured by the lens is very
important. The sensitivity of the capturing media in the camera, i.e. film
or sensor chip, govern how much light is needed to capture the image. If the
media is sensitive there is need for less light, i.e. faster shutter speeds can
be used. This is advantageous when capturing moving objects.

The capturing in the virtual environment is conducted with the use of
different computer graphics techniques such as ray tracing [48]. This means
that the capturing is a calculating procedure that assume completely ideal
cameras, i.e. without imperfections. Real image effects that are due to real
life lighting conditions, such as noise or lens distortions, will hence not be
easy to simulate in the virtual environment. An important such effect in
the real world is blur created by movement of the objects captured and not
a fast enough shutter.

Other limitations to the virtual capturing today is that secondary shad-
ows are not calculated. By secondary shadows is meant shadows cast on one
object from another is not modeled. It is of course possible to create some
sort of shadow effect but it is not supported in the Java3D library.

4.2 Evaluation of different camera solutions

In this section the virtual environment will be used to capture images of
a basic three dimensional geometric object with different camera configu-
rations. These images will then be used to evaluate the different camera
configurations.

The general purpose of this work is to compare different camera solutions
for capture and reconstruction of simple 3D objects.

The underlying question of this work can be stated: Is it necessary to use
high-resolution video cameras, or is it sufficient to use low-resolution ”web
cam” type cameras for clinical analysis of human motion? Digital cameras,
computer systems, communication, etc, are developing rapidly. This has a
positive effect on the camera resolution, including low-end cameras, memory
speeds and size.

The two approaches compared here are on one side the use of few and
expensive cameras with high resolution. On the other side the use of cheaper
cameras of ”web cam” type with lower resolution and some image distor-
tions, are evaluated. The capture and image retrieval involves several steps,
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but this work focuses on extracting some tangible differences in the two ap-
proaches and isolating them from other issues such as segmentation. In this
study the objects are ellipsoids, which are often used as the basic building
blocks for creation of human models.

For the sake of creating a controllable environment, software was used
to produce the images. The virtual camera laboratory was hence designed,
as in Figure 4.2, where the capturing of the objects could be carried out in a
controlled manner. Motivations for the approach with a virtual camera lab
were found partly in [49], where the use of virtual camera laboratories has
been fruitful. Another motivation could be the possibility to investigate if,
for some applications, the use of low-end cameras can give sufficiently good
results, for example to clinicians in physiotherapy.

Figure 4.2: A typical image of the virtual camera environment. Note
that here one camera positioned directly above the model is shown. In
the experiments no such camera were used.

4.2.1 Methods

A 3D object was created in a commercial 3D editor. This object was then
loaded into Java and the cameras in the virtual laboratory took pictures
of it from different views with two different resolutions. A calibration of a
cheap low-resolution web camera was conducted and the radial distortion
parameters were estimated using a shareware toolbox to Matlab. The low-
resolution images from the virtual camera laboratory were divided into two
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sets, one with the original images and one with the images subjected to
the radial distortion that the web camera displayed. As the last step the
parameters (centroid, major and minor axes) of the ellipsoid were estimated
by image processing techniques and compared with the known centroid of
the 3D object and the known major/minor axes relation.

Object creation

The AC3D2 3D editor was used to create a basic shape of an ellipsoid. The
ellipsoid was placed in the centre of the 3D scene with its centroid at the
origin. The object was created as an ellipsoid with 12 segments and the
major axis in the y direction. The major/minor axes relation was 4/1.

Virtual laboratory

In the creation of the virtual camera laboratory the Java3D library was
used. This library consists of a large number of classes designed to simplify
creation and manipulation of virtual worlds, including movement, shading,
textures etc. Several 3D object loaders are written for Java3D.

The basic shape of the ellipsoid was loaded with the use of the prewritten
AC3D loader class.

The virtual cameras are ideal ”pinhole” cameras with distance from the
”pinhole” to the image plane of 1 (m). The cameras are assumed to have
no lens distortion. The images generated from a 3D scene are on the other
hand subjected to numerical round off errors in the calculations within the
library. No assessment of these errors has been made, since documentation
of the projection algorithms used in Java3D is not available.

To control the numerical properties of the possibly large scenes that can
be created ”high resolution coordinates” with 256-bit precision were used for
some key positions in every scene. These coordinates where used to specify
the origin of the 3D model and because of this the numerical errors were
assumed to be small.

The 3D object was positioned in the origin of the virtual universe and
the cameras were placed in a circle around the object pointing towards the
origin of the circle. The images were stored in lossless jpeg format. For
convenience, the camera-object distance was set to 1 m.

The image acquisition was made in two sets: one with 3 low and 1
high-resolution image, and one with 8 low and 3 high resolutions images.
The chosen resolutions were, ”low-resolution”, 640 ∗ 480 pixels, and ”high-
resolution”, 1024 ∗ 768 pixels. The low resolution was determined by the
choice of web camera and the high resolution choice and the relative numbers
of the cameras were chosen in such a way as to make the amount of data of

2Licensed trademark of Inivis.
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the different sets approximately equal. The relative size high/low data for
set1 were 0.86 and for set2 0.96.

Camera evaluation and calibration

The used web camera was Creative’s 640 ∗ 480 chip camera nx pro. The
camera distortion was assessed using a calibration image. This image was a
chessboard type surface printed on paper.

The calibration procedure was first to take pictures with the web camera
of the ”chessboard” from a number of different camera positions and then
to identify and match the different corners in the image. The calibration
algorithm then calculated intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera
using reprojection error as the error function [50]. This gave the radial
distortion, principal point, skewness of the image plane axes and so on.
Because of the large relative part of the distortion it represents [9], only
radial distortion was considered here. The calibration was done using an
open source toolbox for Matlab called Matlab Calibration Toolbox. The
estimated radial distortion was applied to the set of low resolution images.
The set of low-resolution images were copied first so that the result was two
sets of low-resolution images, one with distortion and one without.

Noise handling

The positions of the cameras in the setup are estimated as a part of the
calibration procedure. Since the calibration is not perfect the positions and
orientations of the cameras are affected by noise. To take this into account
in the image creation, white noise were added to the camera positions in
the virtual camera laboratory. This noise was of the same magnitude as the
extrinsic parameters displayed in the calibration procedure.

Since the images contain some random property the image sets were
created 10 times. Therefore the number of high/low resolution images in set
1 was 410/30, and in set 2 the number of images were high/low resolution,
30/80.

Model parameter estimation

Reconstruction in a narrow sense was achieved through the estimation of
the object parameters in the image object. In this case the object is very
simple and can be reconstructed by estimation of the major and minor axes
of the ellipsoid.

Since we have chosen a unitary camera-to-object distance we have a 1:1
relation between the size in the image plane and the actual object size.
The estimation of the axes parameters was carried out via the retrieval
of the maximum distance within the object in the horizontal and vertical
directions.
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4.2.2 Results and discussion

First the calibration results are displayed, then the centroid estimation is
treated and lastly the result from the ellipsoid parameter estimation is dis-
played.

Calibration results

The calibration gave radial distortion parameters a2, a4 and a6 for the r2, r4

and the r6 distances. Here r is the normalized radial distance in the camera
coordinate system,

r2 =
Xc

Zc

2

+
Y c

Zc

2

. (4.1)

giving the deflection in the original pixel values u and v to the new unew

and vnew as
unew = u + a2r

2 + a4r
4 + a6r

6

vnew = v + a2r
2 + a4r

4 + a6r
6 (4.2)

The a6 parameter was estimated to 0 but the a2 and a4 parameters were
0.1346 and −0.0639 respectively.

As an example the projection onto the image plane of a point (Xc, Y c, Zc) =
(1, 0, 2) in the camera systems, given the estimated parameters from the
”web cam”, is deflected outwards by approximately 11 pixels. This result
shows that the error due to radial distortion will be quite small, even if
a realistic radial distortion is considered. Because the distortion increases
with the distance from the principal point there is a trade-off between using
as much as possible of the field of view and getting distortion.

Centroid estimation

In the case of centroid estimation the error contribution of radial distortion
was negligible. This is expected since the object was approximately centered
in the images and radial distortion display radial symmetry. Therefore, the
only comparison presented here is between the centroid estimation using
higher and lower resolution.

The estimation error was first calculated in measured pixels and was
then converted to m, knowing the resolution of the images and the distance
to the ”real” centroid.

The first comparison was made between the centroid estimation using
one high-resolution image and three low-resolution images. The high reso-
lution images gave an error radius of 12±3mm of the centroid in the virtual
world, while the low resolution images gave a error radius of 17± 4mm.

The second comparison was made between centroid estimation with 3
high-resolution images and 8 with low resolution. The high-resolution esti-
mate gave an error radius of 11±2mm and the error radius for low resolution
was 9± 3mm.
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Ellipsoid parameter estimation

The ellipses major and minor ellipsoid axes are related to one another and
the true virtual world relation is 4.0.

The results from the two tests are presented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
The results show a systematic overestimation of the relation between the
axes. This error is due to the use of few polygons in the AC3D model. If a
larger number of polygons is used the mean converges rapidly towards the
true value leaving digitalisation and position noise as the sole error source.

Set 1 High resolu-
tion.

Low resolu-
tion, radial
distortion.

Low resolu-
tion, no radial
distortion.

Mean of relation ma-
jor/minor axes

4.0235±0.0074 4.1164±0.0569 4.0919±0.0480

Error in percent of
the true value 4.0

0.6 2.9 2.3

Table 4.1: The estimated relation between the major and the minor
axes for the different cases. Set 1 with 1 high-resolution image and 3
with low resolution. 10 realisations.

Set 2 High resolu-
tion.

Low resolu-
tion, radial
distortion.

Low resolu-
tion, no radial
distortion.

Mean of relation ma-
jor/minor axes

4.0235±0.0028 4.1106±0.0521 4.0833±0.0514

Error in percent of
the true value

0.6 2.7 2.1

Table 4.2: The estimated relation between the major and the minor
axes for the different cases. Set 2 with 3 high-resolution images and 8
with low resolution. 10 realisations.

4.2.3 Summary

This study has shown that the use of larger numbers of low-end cameras
sometimes can give as good or better results than high-end cameras. The
use of cheaper low-end cameras is coming towards being an alternative for
users with lower demands on accuracy. In the analysis of human motion the
use of cheap camera systems with sufficiently good precision would open up
for new possibilities especially for clinicians.
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4.3 Optimal camera configurations

An interesting approach taken recently extends the use of virtual environ-
ments to a more elaborate evaluation of different camera solution. In [51]
camera configuration of camera systems with the purpose of reconstructing
surfaces of human subjects are evaluated.

The method used was basically the shape from silhouette method from
[19] and point clouds were created of colored surface points. These points
were then compared to a mesh generated with a full body laser scanner of
the subject in question. The evaluation criteria for the method was distance
from the points in the point cloud to the mesh.

Different camera configurations was evaluated using the method. The
investigated configuration parameters were camera position in space, camera
resolution, and number of cameras. The conclusion from the work give that
it is basically best to spread your cameras evenly over a circle around the
captured object.

This work has strengthened our view that the use of virtual environments
can be of great use in our research.

4.4 VR based three dimensional reconstruction

Using three dimensional reconstruction is quite a new approach to facilitate
marker free human motion analysis. In earlier work at the department [6] a
good three dimensional geometric model has been projected onto the image
plane and used the fit to low level image information such as strong edges
and contours as criteria for model fit.

The basic idea in attempting to use three dimensional reconstruction
was that more constraints are imposed on the model than those of the single
contour or edge can contribute. From a set of images of the scene a type
of convex hull [18] was created and from that the idea was to fit a three
dimensional active shape model, see Chapter 3, using only a few of the
modes of shape variation. This truncating of the modes of shape variation
effectively would prevent overfitting of the data and thus creating a strong
constraint on the model.

This approach would give the benefit of a better starting point for the
model parameter estimation. The instabilities of the contour based approach
shown in [6] and [19] could hence be remedied. The three dimensional re-
construction scheme designed, and explained in Section 4.4.1, did not meet
the requirements of speed that should be required in such an application.
This is much due to the fact that the approach taken is not using an explicit
mathematical method but instead relies on hardware with three dimensional
acceleration. Because of the problems in the reconstruction part of the ap-
proach no results have been reached, even though a significant amount of
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time has been spent on coding the application.

4.4.1 Space sampling

This section will explain the method used for creation of the visual hull of
an object captured in the virtual environment.

The starting point for the development of the method that is called space
sampling is the assumption that there are a number of images captured of
an object. The calibration of these cameras are also assumed to be known.
From this information a virtual camera environment is created. The cam-
eras in the environment is placed and configured according to the known
calibration.

An important part of the method is the extraction of the foreground in
the images. In real images there are many different methods for foreground
extraction. If images from the virtual environment is used, as a means of
evaluation, the extraction is much easier since one can control the appear-
ance of the foreground and background completely.

When the foreground has been extracted then the space sampling ap-
proach can begin. What was done was that the three dimensional position
and approximate dimension of the object depicted was estimated. In the real
world this can be done from the calibration and measurements of the object
size. If virtual data is used this step becomes even easier since the actual
dimension and position is known. From the estimate or known information
a bounding volume is created. This bounding volume must encapsulate the
object completely. The bounding volume is then divided into a three di-
mensional grid of size and orientation adapted after the shape of the object.
The atomic parts of the grid is then represented by a shape. This shape can
for example be a cube or a sphere. In this work spheres were chosen as the
fitted shapes.

The procedure used for deciding if the actual spheres in the grid should
be a part of the convex hull of the object is of the brute force type. All
the spheres are depicted one by one in the image planes of the simulated
cameras. If the image of the sphere in any of the image planes is depicted
outside the foreground then the sphere cannot be a part of the convex hull.
When all the positions in the three dimensional grid has been tried only the
spheres that comprise the visual hull remains.

The approach taken in this work has not shown good results. The con-
ceptual difficulties in the creation of visual hulls described in Chapter 3
still apply. These limitations can to some degree be remedied by the use of
many cameras and of a fine division in the three dimensional grid used in
the bounding volume. The reason for poor performance in this case is not
due to the theoretical limitations mentioned but are caused by the choice of
implementation.

The approach taken here relies heavily on the use of rendered images
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from the Java3D environment and this rendering performed slowly enough
to make the three dimensional reconstruction impractical. Rendering speed
for a typical scene into one of the virtual cameras was measured to ap-
proximately 20 milliseconds. A typical bounding volume that may contain
a human like model has the dimensions of 2 × 1 × 1m. If a resolution of
1× 1× 1mm is used in the grid there is need for 2× 109 captures for every
virtual camera. That means that for one camera there is a need for about
10 thousand hours of calculation on a good computer to complete the cal-
culation for one virtual camera.

If brute force is used the speed of the method is not acceptable. The
speed issues might be corrected if different approaches are incorporated into
the method. Such methods might be based on some smart hierarchial repre-
sentation of the grid. Some type of mesh surface approach might also resolve
the problem. Non of these methods have been employed to this date hence
leaving the current method unusable. This is at least the case if high resolu-
tion is needed in the convex hull created. There are quite a lot of work done
in the area of three dimensional reconstruction and methods. Image based
methods exist that remove the performance problems mentioned above, for
example in [52].

4.5 Conclusions

One conclusions that can be drawn from the use of virtual environments
is that they can be very useful in a wide variety of areas within human
modeling and reconstruction. Such methods can also be used for camera
system evaluation, making it possible to ”try before you buy” in some sense
and thus possibly save money and time.

Looking at the three dimensional reconstruction it is clear that some of
the used approaches, such as visual hulls, are suboptimal. The merging of
different techniques, such as visual hulls and stereo correspondence could
instead be used to achieve better and more stable results when applied in
the area of human motion analysis.

A final conclusion more related to general work experience is that coding
computer graphics applications is not an easy task. The visual nature of the
result and some of the tools used in this area might lead one to believe that
some things might be achieved easily. This is sometimes not the case and
being stubborn in pursuing such work might waste a lot of time.
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(a) A model of the image generating system. The object projected
onto the image planes

(b) The images of the foreground in the image generating system
do not cover the space sample sphere in all of the projection planes,
hence the space sample is not accepted as part of the convex hull

Figure 4.3: The two stages of the method depicted. In the left image
the image generating system is visible. This can be a real camera system
but can also be a simulated system. The foreground of the images in
the left system is fitted to the image planes of the left system. All space
samples that are hidden by all of these foregrounds are accepted as part
of the convex hull.
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Chapter 5

Future work

This chapter will address the direction of planned future work. The structure
of the chapter is as follows. First the conclusions drawn from Section 3.3,
on the possibilities of texture based human motion analysis will lead to the
investigation if skin texture can, in practice, be used to track motion in
images of human extremities. The mutual information criteria will be used
to match skin patches in different resolutions.

Following on this approach the typical noise in three dimensional esti-
mates of texture points is to be evaluated.

The properties of the noise will later be used together with a model of
the lower limbs to estimate the time varying parameters and variables of
that model.

After the noise evaluation, different methods for functional joint center
estimation is to be investigated. The investigation will start of with the
least squares based methods from Chapter 3 with the aim of developing new
methods in the area.

The work done in three dimensional reconstruction will be continued
using mathematical approaches to speed up the treatment. The approach
will use both contours and stereo correspondence as input.

As a last point on the future agenda or wishlist, the collection of real
data in some camera laboratory would be a good way to sum up the work
to come.

5.1 Methods based on skin texture

The section on using texture based methods to track motion in images in
Chapter 3 showed some promise. The method adopted there was based on
adding some kind of textured clothing to the subject under study. This
approach leads away from most of the downsides of marker based systems
but still some remain. Adding specific materials to the subject prevents
the possibilities of use in areas such as analysis of old video material and
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surveillance applications. A more tractable solution would be to use the
natural texture of the subject itself to aid the tracking. In the clinical case
a candidate for such texture would be human skin.

Some work has been done on the analysis of images of the texture in
human skin [53], where an attempt was made to classify images of skin
into some different classes dependent on the location on the subject. This
work show that lighting direction and intensity may completely alter the
appearance of image of the same skin patch hence removing the Lambertian
[9] property of the skin. This results calls for good control of the lighting in
the camera systems if skin is to be captured. Completely diffuse lighting is
most preferable.

5.1.1 Mutual information alignment

Investigating the possibilities for movement tracking in video material based
on tracking of texture in human skin is a rather new topic. Here the idea
will be to use maximization of the mutual information [54] in the images as
a basis for the alignment.

The mutual information of two images, A and B, can be formulated as
in [55]

I(A, B) = H(A) + H(B)−H(A,B) (5.1)

where H(A) and H(B) are the entropies of A and B, H(A, B) is their joint
entropy. The images are to be registered when Equation 5.1 reaches its
maximum. If the images A and B are assumed to be intensity images an
interpretation of the terms in Equation 5.1 can be formulated. The first two
terms are the entropy of image A and B. Image entropy can be interpreted as
a measure of the complexity of the image. If image A and image B are both
very complex the two first terms will give large values. If the two images
also explain each other well the third term will be small thus maximizing
Equation 5.1. This interpretation makes it reasonable to believe that good
results could be obtained, as in [56], when using this as cost function for
alignment of two images.

Application of the method to image material calls for an expression for
the entropy of images. The entropies of Equation 5.1 expressed in marginal
and joint probability density functions can be expressed as

H(A) =
∑
a

−pA(a)logpA(a) (5.2)

H(B) =
∑

b

−pB(b)logpB(b) (5.3)

H(A,B) =
∑

a,b

−pA,B(a, b)logpA,B(a, b). (5.4)
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The probabilities and joint probabilities can be expressed in terms of
image intensity histograms as

pA,B(a, b) =
h(a, b)∑
a,b h(a, b)

(5.5)

pA(a) =
∑

b

pA,B(a, b) (5.6)

pB(b) =
∑
a

pA,B(a, b) (5.7)

where the joint histogram h(a, b) is an N × M matrix where M and N
depend on the number of discrete levels in the intensity. In the case of
images from the same camera the matrix will be square. The elements of
the joint histogram h(a, b) has the value of number of pixels in image A that
has intensity value a for pixels where the intensity in image B is b.

This means that if the two images are completely identical the joint
histogram will be zero for all off diagonal elements.

The outline of the method is that we use the criterion mentioned above
as a cost function in an optimization scheme where a transformation of one
of the images is to be determined. One image is said to be registered to
the other when the transform that gives the maximal mutual information
is found. An implementation of the mutual information image registration
method and its application for human motion analysis is to be conducted
jointly with the Center for Image Analysis at Uppsala University.

5.1.2 Experiment design

Designing the image acquisition in the study is not a trivial task. Consider-
ations that need to be taken include questions like: what material is to be
used? What camera system should be used? How should the lighting be de-
signed to give best possible results? Should real inter frame correspondence
be sought directly or should one start of by intra frame correspondence?

As a first step one subjects leg is to be captured. For this study we
have access to a top of the line 8 Megapixel camera. Starting with this
quality of images give room for gradual degradation of the images used in
the registration. The idea is to start off with the best possible conditions,
in terms of light and camera, and then downsample the images to gradually
make the task of registration harder. Initially the intra frame case will be
considered, meaning that a small patch of the image would be fitted to the
same image it came from. If/when registration can be achieved within an
image, inter image registration will be tried.

It would be naive to think that the possibilities of using skin texture for
motion analysis in typical video images is an easy task. The aim of the study
is to investigate on what level of image quality this would be possible. The
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insights gained from this study can then be used to design good patterns
to be added to the subject when conducting texture based human motion
analysis.

5.2 Evaluation of noise in texture based systems

If an attempt is to be made at texture based human motion analysis, there is
a need for evaluation of the properties of the data used. In Figure 5.1 a sim-

Figure 5.1: The extraction of the three dimensional position of the
specific texture display typical noise. This noise is to be estimated
using synthetic data generated in the aforementioned virtual camera
environment. The noise will vary with the size of the texture, with the
resolution of the cameras and also with the number of cameras used.
The three dimensional position of such texture can be completely known
in the virtual environment and then the noise can be estimated from
the discrepancy between the known value and the estimation from the
stereo system.

ple ellipsoid object is fitted with a texture. The absolute three dimensional
position of the center of the texture points can be known from the virtual
environment used to generate the image data. The position of the centers
of the texture points can be estimated using stereo correspondence and ray
intersection. Using this approach one should expect that the uncertainty
of the estimated texture positions is not homogenous in all directions. The
properties of this nonhomogenous uncertainty is sought.

There are of course a lot of parameters that influence this uncertainty.
The number of cameras used and the angular separation of these clearly will
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affect this uncertainty. From [51] it is suggested that the best configuration
of the cameras in such a system is to spread them evenly over the space
surrounding the object to be captured. Another parameter to be considered
is the shape and size of the texture used. On one hand a larger texture could
result in sub pixel precision of the center of the texture seen from a camera
plane orthogonal to the normal direction of the surface. On the other hand
a larger texture object would result in larger perspective deformations and
the probability of partial occlusion is increased.

These parameters will be investigated using data from the virtual envi-
ronment varying the parameters of interest.

5.3 Model based tracking using simulated data with
typical noise structure

An articulated model of a leg is to be built. Initially the model is to be
linked rigid segments. The leg is modeled from the hip joint and down.
The knee joint is to be modeled including the possibility of a translational
movement. Initially the tracking of the parameters in the model will be done

Knee joint model allowing translation

Local coordinatecenters 

Angle theta

Figure 5.2: The model of the lower limb to be used in the study
of tracking parameters in texture based motion analysis. The model
generating the data is of the same type as the model used to track the
parameters. A two segment object consisting of ellipsoids with texture
attached to it is captured. The joint model in the data generating
system contain a translational component.

using kinematic methods, i.e. the model will be fitted to the data in each
time step using some type of weighted cost function. The errors going into
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the cost function will be the error between the contour and the projected
model and also the error between the texture points of the model and the
measured ones.

As a next natural step dynamic models of the leg complex will be applied.
The starting point for this treatment will be in the model constructed in [6].
Using this model, the new information of the properties of the measurement
noise, and a more elaborate model for the process noise, better stability in
the estimates could be reached.

5.4 New functional methods for joint estimation

Estimating joint locations and joint parameters from moving texture points
is to be investigated. If such an approach is to be possible at least two image
frames of matching texture points are needed. The type of joints studied
are joints that contain a translational component and can not be modeled
as a ball and socket joint

5.4.1 Sliding window methods

Analysis of sliding window LS-methods. These methods apply to the estima-
tion of the knee joint position. The two candidate methods used in Chapter
3 will be the starting points for this analysis. Completely new methods are
also to be addressed.

5.4.2 Variance analysis

The variance in the estimates related to the number of frames in window
and number of points per frame will be investigated. Basically the question
is how to best design data and methods. Should many frames be used or
can as good results be reached using many points in few frames.

5.5 Three dimensional reconstruction implemen-
tations

The stack of disc model used in [6] is very generic in the sense that it has
the ability to model a wide variety of shapes. Fitting the model however has
been shown [19] to be ambiguous when using only the contour fit only is used
as criterion. The thought here is to use the stack of disks model not only
to fit the contour but also the stereo correspondence points estimated. This
could possibly remove the ambiguity and make the fit more stable. Fitting
the model to this denser type of data is practically equivalent to building a
mesh from the contour and stereo data and then fitting the model to that
mesh.
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5.6 Real data

Our group does not have access to any high quality laboratory facilities.
Building such a facility from scratch is quite a monumental task. Because of
this and the fact that there are no candidate systems in our vicinity the only
possibility of using real data is in collaborating with some other group that
have access to such hardware. We have initiated contacts with a laboratory
where it could be possible to perform experiments when a suitable framework
for this has been developed.
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